Aurionpro signs Strategic Partnership, with Future-Tech UK, in Data Center space
9th March 2021, India
Aurionpro announces signing of the strategic partnership with Future-Tech, UK for data center design and
consultancy projects in India & South Asia.
Aurionpro has ventured into the Data Centre building, consulting and hybrid cloud services in recent years and
has built a strong team of industry veterans, with over 20+ years of experience in the field, for this purpose.
Aurionpro has also signed up with one of the customers and is providing consultancy and assistance for rolling
out of 100 MW Data Centres within next few years. Further, Aurionpro is also providing consultancy to the other
industry leaders on Data Centre designs and implementation.
Future-Tech, head quartered in Wokingham, England will bring further specialisation, engineering excellence and
direct industry knowledge to our established and expanding team within India and South Asia. Future-tech has
been engaged on providing more than 3GW of data centre capacity. These engagements have been varied and
includes master planning, concept, developed and detailed design, peer review, cost analysis, technical and
commercial due diligence, technology analysis, optimisation, post outage forensic engineering, co-location
selection and operational consulting and supervision. The Future Tech is involved in the projects ranging from
high density and micro-edge environments to multi-MW campuses, the largest so far being more than 270MW.
The combined strengths of Aurionpro and Future-Tech will make them formidable partners and help them tap
the fast growing south Asian markets.
Mr. Bhaskar Bhatacharya, EVP Enterprise Business, while announcing the partnership stated that “Aurionpro has
ventured into this business at a right time as Indian Data Centre market is likely to reach US$ 4 Billion. Further,
COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated the pace of digitisation and as the world is gearing up for the 5G
technology, the requirement for the world class Data Centres will increase multi fold. Aurionpro, with its
capacity, experience and best resources is poised to tap the immense opportunities in this space. Our tie-up
with Future-Tech is strategic to ensure we together bring best global practices to the region.”
About Aurionpro
Aurionpro Solutions (NSE: AURIONPRO) (BSE: 532668) Aurionpro is a global technology solutions leader that
helps enterprises accelerate their digital innovation, securely and efficiently. It combines core domain expertise,
thought leadership in innovation, security and leverages industry leading IP to deliver tangible business results
for global corporations. Employing more than 1,200 domain and technology experts across North America, Asia
and Europe, Aurionpro caters to a host of clients across BFSI, Telecom and Logistics industry. For more
information, visit www.aurionpro.com.
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